We support communities with tools to promote self-healing, resiliency, and collaboration to improve the well-being of families for current and future generations in Minnesota.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT

210 ACE INTERFACE PRESENTERS TRAINED IN 7 COLLABORATIVE COHORTS ACROSS THE STATE.

59 PRESENTATIONS DELIVERED BY COLLABORATIVE COHORT PRESENTERS REACHING 1,109 PEOPLE FROM DIVERSE SECTORS.

95% OF RESPONDENTS THAT ATTENDED ACE INTERFACE PRESENTATIONS REPORTED PRESENTATION WAS INFORMATIVE AND THOUGHT PROVOKING AND RELEVANT TO THEIR LIFE AND WORK.

COMMUNITY RESPONSE AND COMMITMENTS

Of the 148 full-day ACE training participants surveyed

- 69% reported that they would commit to 3 ways they could apply the Understanding ACEs training to their personal/community/work life
- 63% reported that they have started or completed their 3 commitments this year

I commit to A) joining more community conversations B) speak up, advocate C) open up to multicultural exchanges
- Participant from Winona

I will do my best to spread the word of the impact ACES has on individuals and the broader community. Through my role as a journalist, I will continue to listen and communicate the needs of the individuals and the community to help inspire change.
- Participant from Itasca

SECTOR DEMOGRAPHICS OF PARTICIPANTS

- Schools/ Early childhood education / Higher Education 45%
- Family Services/ Social services / Mental health and medical community 30%
- Law enforcement/Corrections/ faith-based community 25%